TENSHI
天 資

PROFILE

Class

: Minor deity

Birthdate

: 19 February

Height

: 163cm

Age

: 19 (?)

Sizes

: B95 W60 H88

Blood type : AB

An immortal spirit akin to nature who
lives to protect the natural balance
from anything that endangers it.
Cheerful and easygoing but serious
and tenacious when her values are
at stake, she spends her time far away
from civilization in the most remote
corners of the earth, where the beauty
of nature reaches its peak.
Her past is shrouded in mystery but it is
known that her origins can be traced
back to many centuries ago, in the
times when the now forgotten order
of the druids prospered the most.

Deity is the term used for all those
entities that don’t die of old age
and that possess a certain amount
of power that can vary greatly between
individuals.
Over

the

centuries

very

powerful

deities are keen to lose their identity
and eventually their physical body,
becoming intangible consciousnesses,
detached from physical events and the
passage of time as mortals perceive it.
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MIZUIRO NATSUDORI
夏 鳥 水 色

Ringo

りんご

Momo

もも

PROFILE

Class

: Animal Tamer

Birthdate

: 21 June

Height

: 160cm

Age

: 17

Sizes

: B92 W60 H92

Blood type : B

A free spirit, raised among animals and
mentored by a talking golden dragonling
nicknamed Yuzu.
As a child she was rescued by a druid
who found her wandering in the middle of
a thick forest, clueless and unable to talk
or remember her origins.
The mystic took care of the little girl who grew
fond of him and his way of living. The day he
had to depart, he gave her his staff and left his
draconic companion to look after her.
Years have passed and the girl, now a woman,
is searching for her old friend to learn more
about him, the druids and her past.
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Kuri

クリ

Yuzu

ゆず
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EIKO YUKIMI
雪 見 栄 枯

PROFILE

Class

: Half Yokai

Birthdate

: 13 December

Height

: 162cm

Age

: 18

Sizes

: B88 W58 H93

Blood type : A

A cheeky and energetic girl who used
to live a quiet life as a high school
student in a small mountain town.
Once very jealous and heartbroken
because of a boy who didn’t return
her love, she had the misfortune
of encountering a cat yokai who fed
on strong emotions in order fulfill his
dream of becoming human.
The demon stole her feelings of love
and jealousy, along with most of her
memories, but as the monster gained
humanity it also lost some of his
demonic power and features, which
were transferred to the unaware girl.
Nowadays

Eiko,

not

remembering

much of her previous life, spends
a carefree existence, wandering and
causing havoc wherever she goes.
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NIBIIRO
鈍 色

PROFILE

Class

: Zeta Reticulan

Birthdate

: 29 February

Height

: 132cm

Age

: 147

Sizes

: B66 W55 H66

Blood type : Green

An alien sentinel, sent to Earth with the
task of spying on the race of earthlings.
Shy and clumsy, she’s very curious
towards customs and traditions of
other civilizations and often gets in
trouble because of this, since secrecy is
imperative for her mission.
She does not fit in well with her
belligerent kin, but she tries her best
to carry out the tasks assigned to her
regardless.
Despite her childish appearance, she is
over 100 years old. Her species is very
longlived and its members never look
older than a human fourteen year old,
even after reaching adulthood.
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FUMIN NAKITAMA
亡 き 魂 不 眠

PROFILE

Class

: Astral Traveller

Birthdate

: 27 December

Height

: 165cm

Age

: 21

Sizes

: B100 W62 H93

Blood type : 0+

The last child of a fallen exorcist lineage that
abandoned the esoteric profession to merge
with modern society.
Bright, romantic and a bit of an airhead, she
can be often found daydreaming or talking
with her handmade plushies.
As a child she used to be frequently sick for
no apparent reason, to the point of being
bedridden in her room for long periods,
unable to do anything except sewing small
objects.
It was only when her great-grandmother, the
last living exorcist of the lineage, returned
from a pilgrimage that her huge latent
spiritual power was discovered.
The child, the woman found out, was unable
to control it in any way, being preyed upon
by numerous evil and mischievous spirits that
haunted her, leeching away her vital energy.
The elderly woman placed a charm inside the
child’s last creation, a small dragon plushie
named Elvis, making it a vessel capable of
confining nearby evil spirits within itself and
made her promise to always have it with her.
Until today Fumin has continued living a
normal life, unaware of her powers which
have recently started to manifest as out of
body experiences during her sleep.
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Elvis

エルヴィス
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CHRONOS
Χ ρ ό ν ο ς

PROFILE

Fear of Past and Future events
Height

: 162cm

Sizes

: B99 W61 H94

The embodiment of humanity’s fear
of traumatic past events and the
uncertainty of the future.
She takes on the appearance of
a high priestess who gave up her sight
to acquire the gift of clairvoyance in
order to help her shattered kingdom
survive a war.
Thanks to her ability to predict the
near future her country was able to
overcome the crisis, defeat the enemy
realms and unite them all in one
powerful empire.
Many years passed under the wise rule
of the woman, but with time her power
grew

stronger

and

she

eventually

became able to foresee the inevitable
end of her domain.
Brought to the brink of insanity by that
notion, she tried to change her fate
by resorting to more and more drastic
solutions that, ironically, brought the
empire to its own annihilation.
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ATYCH
Α τ υ χ

PROFILE

Fear of Social Rejection
Height

: 169cm

Sizes

: B94 W63 H91

The embodiment of social anxiety and
the fear of failure.
She doesn’t have the appearance of a
particular person, being just an empty
shell, a mask worn to be accepted by
society that has tarnished the original
personality.
She bottles up feelings of resentment
for a world where happiness seems to
be unattainable and illusionary.
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NYCTOS
Ν υ κ τ ό ς

PROFILE

Fear of the Unknown
Height

: 142cm

Sizes

: B67 W52 H71

The embodiment of humanity’s fear
of what crawls in the darkness.
She has the appearance of a young
girl of ancient times who had been
sacrificed by her own village to an
ancient deity, in exchange for a year
of abundance and prosperity for the
whole village and all of its inhabitants.
Every

year

a

new

sacrifice

was

demanded and a child was chosen
and brought to the lair of the deity:
a deep, bottomless maze, populated
by the most unspeakable horrors.
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ZELUS

Ζ ῆ λ ο ς

PROFILE

Fear of Betrayal
Height

: 158cm

Sizes

: B92 W57 H86

The embodiment of jealousy and the
fear of betrayal.
She takes on the appearance of a girl
from an ancient seaside town, who
yearned for the return of her sailor
fiancée, who had boarded on a long
journey to earn the money for their
wedding, without ever coming back.
The wait and the growing, unbearable
thought of having been abandoned
for another woman made the girl
behaviourally unstable and then drove
her insane, as she started to hallucinate.
During

one

of

the

episodes, she

murdered a young married couple and
their newborn daughter, after mistaking
the man for her lover.
Shortly after her delirious rampage she
took her own life, throwing herself off a
cliff onto the rocky shore below.
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THANATOS
θ ά ν α τ ο ς

PROFILE

Fear of Death
Height

: –

Sizes

: –

The embodiment of the strongest and
most elusive fear: death.
Cursed by her own nature, her very
existence

is

paradoxical

in

a

precarious

balance

between

and
her

demise and the ever increasing power
that she draws from humanity’s terror.
Constantly in a painful state that
obliterates any trace of will, she roams
the earth aimlessly, bringing decay
as she passes.
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TENSHI
天 死

PROFILE

Death Goddess
Height

: 163cm

Sizes

: B95 W60 H88

The embodiment of death possessing
the immortal body of a deity.
The curse that made her constantly
dying lifted, she has regained her
own will and was struck by the terrible
awareness

she

carries

within

her

existence.
Bewildered by it, her mental stability
quickly faded and once again she is
starting to spread death and decay as
her powers grow limitless.
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SKETCHES & STUDY
歳 時 記 研 究

TENSHI
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EIKO

Eiko’s wakizashi
“Koi Koi”

鯉鯉

ZELUS
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FUMIN

NYCTOS
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CHRONOS
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MORE SKETCHES

Nyctos
Expression

Mizuiro’s haircut
The hairclip has the runic
letter “D” carved on it

Zelus
Expression and back

Niibiro, stalking
someone

Elvis, first version

Tenshi’s waist ribbon
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DEV
デ ベ

PROFILE

Class

: Programmer

Birthdate

: 5 August

Height

: 178cm

Blood type : 0+

A programmer who has been caught
in the weird events of that day while
taking a stroll after a long crunch mode
programming session.
Inspired by what he witnessed he then
decided to retell that story by making a
videogame based on it.
Bound to him is his laptop, a mysterious
creature resembling a mimic that feeds
on the host’s time and energy.
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